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A complete menu of Miller Carter, The Old George from Leeds covering all 15 meals and drinks can be found
here on the card. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What Hannah T likes about Miller Carter, The Old George:
Food amazing as always. Sauce a little bit oily but still very nice. Teri server was very polite as always and very

friendly. We'll be back again for next celebration/ special occasion read more. The premises in the restaurant are
wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physical limitations, and there is no-charge

WiFi. If the weather are right, you can also be served outside. What Gary C doesn't like about Miller Carter, The
Old George:

Poor service, decor dated, and lettuce wedge was covered in bugs and green flies. Regular to Miller and Carter.
But this was my worst visit. Miller Carter Horsforth is much more on point from staff, service, decor and food

quality. Avoid this one, was really disappointing. read more. A roundtrip through Great Britain without getting on a
plane is absolutely possible when it comes to culinary delights: Miller Carter, The Old George in Leeds

traditionally shines for example with Fish and Chips, mashed potatoes or roast with Yorkshire Pudding and for
dessert a sweet Trifle, Of course, you also have to try the fine burgers, that come with sides like fries, salads, or

wedges served. If you want to have breakfast, a hearty brunch awaits you.
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Main�
SIRLOIN

Mai� course�
RIBS

Burger�
CHICKEN BURGER

Drink�
DRINKS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�

bein� serve�
TUNA STEAK

BURGER

FISH

SALAD

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

GARLIC

CHEESE

MUSHROOMS

ONION

MEAT

LETTUCE
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